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Abstract. To generate ideal digital holograms, a computer-generated hologram (CGH) has been regarded as
a solution. However, it has an unavoidable problem in that the computational burden for generating CGH is very
large. Recently, many studies have been conducted to investigate different solutions in order to reduce the com-
putational complexity of CGH by using particular methods such as look-up tables (LUTs) and parallel processing.
Each method has a positive effectiveness about reducing computational time for generating CGH. However,
it appears to be difficult to apply both methods simultaneously because of heavy memory consumption of
the LUT technique. Therefore, we proposed a one-eighth LUT method where the memory usage of the LUT is
reduced, making it possible to simultaneously apply both of the fast computing methods for the computation of
CGH. With the one-eighth LUTmethod, only one-eighth of the zone plates were stored in the LUT. All of the zone
plates were accessed by indexing method. Through this method, we significantly reduced memory usage of
LUT. Also, we confirmed the feasibility of reducing the computational time of the CGH by using general-purpose
graphic processing units while reducing the memory usage. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)
[DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.53.5.054108]
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1 Introduction
Recently, three-dimensional (3-D) display technology has
received a lot of attention throughout the world,1 and
many works have been conducted and have contributed to
the development of different new technologies. Among
them, stereoscopic display is a technique that can provide
a 3-D experience in real space. However, stereoscopic dis-
plays have uninvited problems, such as crosstalk, a limited
viewing zone, and visual fatigue. For these reasons, a differ-
ent way of 3-D representation is required. Digital holog-
raphy, which does not cause any unwanted biomedical effect,
has been considered as a powerful method for reconstruct-
ing real objects and displaying complete 3-D information.
Indeed, holographic technology can supply very high-quality
images and accurate depth cues viewed by human eyes with-
out any special observation devices such as 3-D glasses.
However, in order to record holograms of real 3-D objects,
it is necessary to produce wave interferences between two
intense laser beams with a high degree of coherence in
a dark room. Moreover, this system must be established in
a very stable environment because the interference fringes, in
which intensity and phase information of the real objects are
contained, can be easily destroyed by very slight surrounding
stimulation.2 Because of these requirements, there are limita-
tions to the use of optical holographic systems for conven-
tional hologram recording methods in a common outdoor
surrounding. The method of computer simulation, called
computer-generated hologram (CGH), enables the genera-
tion of interference fringe patterns in an ideal situation

and has been widely used as an alternative to the direct
recording of holograms under coherent illumination.

Several approaches have been proposed so far to compute
CGH.3–5 Among them, the ray-tracing method has been
known as a rigorous approach, but it also presents a huge
computational complexity because it requires calculating
the contributions of all the point light sources composing
the object to every pixel of the recording plane. Because
of the huge computational complexity, many studies have
made efforts to reduce the computational burden by applying
particular methods such as look-up tables (LUTs) and paral-
lel processing by using the general purpose graphic process-
ing unit (GPGPU).6

The LUT method had been originally proposed by
Lucente7, and different versions of this method have also
been proposed afterward.8–10 In this method, 3-D objects
are represented as a cloud of point light source. The fringe
patterns, generated on the pixels of the photoplate from each
of the possible locations in the point cloud of object, are pre-
calculated and stored in the LUT. The fringe patterns of the
3-D objects can then be quickly generated with this LUT.
However, the LUT methods have a critical drawback in
the fact that they require a very large memory size for storing
the fringe pattern data of all the possible self-luminous points
of the real objects. Because of this drawback, it is hard to
apply the LUT method and the parallel processing method
simultaneously for generating CGH. To apply both of them,
it is needed to reduce the LUT memory usage. In an effort to
reduce the memory usage, methods that calculated a zone
plate by using only line information were proposed.11,12
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However, these methods introduce normalized errors.
Therefore, in order to generate CGHs without the quality
degradation of the hologram, LUT should contain sufficient
information about the zone plate.

In this article, we proposed a one-eighth LUT method that
is able to reduce memory usage of LUT in order to apply
both LUT and parallel processing by GPGPU methods for
generating CGH. Also, to confirm the feasibility of the pro-
posed method, we compared computational time and
memory usage of LUT by each method respectively.

2 Methods

2.1 Ray-Tracing Method for Computer-Generated
Hologram

In this article, in order to generate the fringe patterns for
holograms, we have calculated the Fresnel hologram
directly.13 The geometry and the notation used to compute
the Fresnel hologram are shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal,
vertical, and depth locations of each self-luminous point
of light are specified asOx,Oy,Oz, and the photoplate pixels
are denoted as Px and Py. The pth self-luminous point has
an associate real-valued magnitude ap and a phase φp. The
brightness of self-luminous points determines ap, and φp is
the phase relative to the reference beam. The photoplate is
located at the plane Pz ¼ 0.

In the Fresnel hologram, the object light and the reference
light propagated to the photoplate are represented with spa-
tially varying complex time-harmonic electronic field vec-
tors, EO and ER. EO and ER are described, respectively,
by Eqs. (1) and (2):

EO ¼
XNp

p¼1

ap
rijp

exp½jðkrijp þ φpÞ�; (1)

ER ¼ aR exp½jðkx sin θRÞ�; (2)

where N represents the number of object points. λ is the
wavelength of light and k is the wave number defined as
k ¼ 2π∕λ. The amplitude and phase of the object light
and the reference light are defined as ap, φp, aR, and φR,

respectively. rijp is the oblique distance between the p’th
object point OpðOxp;Oyp; OzpÞ and the pixel PijðPxi ; PyjÞ.
It is defined by Eq. (3),

rijp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðOxp − PxiÞ2 þ ðOyp − PyjÞ2 þO2

zp

q
: (3)

The total time-harmonic electric field on the hologram is
the interference between the light from the object and the
reference light. Therefore, the total intensity of the photo-
plate is defined as shown in Eq. (4),

ITotal ¼ jEOj2 þ jERj2 þ 2RefEO · E�
Rg: (4)

In Eq. (4), the first and second terms represent the refer-
ence light and the object light intensity, respectively. It is
the third term that contains the information about the
interference pattern induced by the reference light and the
object light. Therefore in Eq. (4), ITotal can be substituted
by IðPx; PyÞ as defined in Eq. (5),

Iðpx;pyÞ¼
XNp

p¼1

ap
rPxPyOp

cosðkrPxPyOp
þkx sin θRþφpÞ: (5)

According to Eq. (5), the fringe patterns for all the object
points must be directly computed for all the photoplate
pixels. Therefore, if the number of object points or the res-
olution of the photoplate increase, the computation time for
generating fringe patterns increases as well with the Fresnel
approach. As a result, real-time implementation with this
method is limited.

2.2 Look-Up Table Method for Computer-Generated
Hologram

The LUT method was proposed to reduce the computational
complexity of the traditional ray-tracing method for generat-
ing the fringe patterns. In this approach, in order to generate
the fringe patterns, all of the possible points are precalculated
as shown in Eq. (6), and the calculated results are stored in
the memory

TðPx; Py;OpÞ ≡
1

rPxPyOp

cosðkrPxPyOp
Þ: (6)

In order to perform this computation, each point light
source of the object needs to be discretized. The discretiza-
tion step should be sufficiently small so that the object points
appear to be continuous when observing the reconstructed
holograms. An efficient LUT method should contain the
fringe patterns about all of the object points. The contribu-
tion of one point for one pixel is calculated by multiplying
the appropriate fringe patterns stored in the LUT by the
intensity, ap, of the point. The value of the pixel is deter-
mined by adding the contribution coming from every object
point, as described in Eq. (7)

IðPx; PyÞ ¼
XNp

p¼1

apTðPx; Py;OpÞ: (7)

In the LUT method, by just fetching the corresponding
fringe pattern of each object point from the LUT and adding

Fig. 1 Description of the generation of a computer-generated holo-
gram (CGH) by using ray-tracing method.
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them together, one can generate the CGH patterns.
Therefore, this LUT method can exceedingly increase the
speed of computation for the generation of CGH patterns,
because it needs only two operations of multiplication and
addition. However, as mentioned earlier, this method
requires a massive memory space for storing the fringe pat-
terns from all the possible object points.

A novel LUT (N-LUT) method was proposed by Kim and
Kim8 to reduce the memory usage. They used the new
concept of principal fringe pattern (PFP) for reducing the
memory usage. PFPs are the zone plates coming from the
light point source located in Oð0; 0; OzÞ. Through the trans-
lation along the horizontal and vertical dimensions, PFPs
can cover all of the regions in possible locations of the
point light source. Therefore, they could efficiently reduce
the memory usage for storing only the PFPs coming from
different position along the z-axis in the LUT.

2.3 Proposed Look-Up Table Method

As mentioned earlier, the traditional LUT method needed
a very large amount of memory because all the zone plates
coming from all the possible object points must be stored.
In order to reduce the memory usage, N-LUT uses only
PFPs as zone plate. Through the PFPs, they can dramatically
reduce the memory usage. However, N-LUT method has
memory usage that is still too large to apply parallel process-
ing method. So, we proposed a modified LUT method that
used only one-eighth information of PFPs.

Zone plates have the shape of a sinusoidal wave propa-
gated from the center to all around. Because of their sym-
metry, one line data taken from a longitudinal radius are
enough in order to express all pixels of the fringe patterns.
However, computer cannot store the line data because it is an
analog data. Therefore, we proposed the one-eighth LUT
method for reducing the memory usage of LUT by storing
only one-eighth of zone plates as shown in Fig. 2.

In the proposed method, data stored in the LUT have
a shape of a triangle. The data stored in the LUT could
cover all pixels about PFPs by mirroring and rotating itself.
Method of indexing the LUT is shown in Fig. 3.

Basically, the indexing formula is described in Eq. (8).
In this method, it is essential to compare the size of the hori-
zontal and vertical dimensions because the vertical dimen-
sion is always longer than the horizontal one. Assumed
that the longer axis and the shorter axis are y and x, respec-
tively, all of the PFP pixels can be found by figuring out the
following:

Indexing ¼
�
xðx − 1Þ∕2þ y; ðx > yÞ
yðy − 1Þ∕2þ x; ðy > xÞ : (8)

3 Experiment and Result
In our experiment, the computer system consisted of an Intel
Core™ i7-3820 CPU @ 3.60 GHz, a main memory of
16 GB, a graphic card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 Ti, and
a Microsoft Windows 7 operating system as well as Visual
Studio 2010. The computing parameters used and the block
diagram of experimental procedure are shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 4, respectively.

First of all, the 3-D information is extracted from the 3-D
object. Zone plates are then obtained from the LUT. Then,
by shifting and adding all of the zone plates, CGH pattern
can be computed.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the result of the reconstructed
CGH patterns made by the ray-tracing method and the pro-
posed method, respectively. When reconstruction of CGHs
was performed numerically with a 800 × 800-pixels space,
the peak signal-to-noise ratio between the ray-tracing method
and the proposed method was estimated at 36.64 dB, which
is an acceptable value.14 This noise is caused by the quan-
tization of the LUT so that it can be controlled by modifying
the quantization step. However, because quantization step is
one of the main factors determining memory consumption,

Fig. 2 Proposed look-up table (LUT) method.

Fig. 3 Indexing method for proposed LUT method.

Table 1 Parameter for computer-generated hologram (CGH).

Parameter Value

Photoplate width 1280 pixel

Photoplate height 720 pixel

Object distance 25 cm

Pixel size 0.007637 mm
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the quantization step should be adjusted according to the
system requirements.4

3.1 Analysis of Memory Usage about Proposed
Method

A comparison of the memory usage for each method is
shown in Table 2.

Memory usage of the traditional ray-tracing method is
zero because it does not use a LUT. We can see that the
traditional LUT method uses a large amount of memory.
In contrast, our proposed method uses 82% less memory
space than the N-LUT method.

3.2 Analysis of Speed about Proposed Method

The computational speed for each method is shown in
Table 3.

In order to compare the computational speed for the gen-
eration of CGH, we performed the calculation with each

method for only one point light source. The ray-tracing
method is, as expected, the method presenting the heaviest
computational burden. Among LUT methods, traditional
LUT method has the best computational time because it
does not require any operation for calculating the zone
plates. Finally, we see that although our proposed method
reduces the memory usage comparing with N-LUT, there
is no significant difference in computational speed between
N-LUT and our proposed LUT method.

4 Conclusion
In order to reduce memory consumption of LUT, we proposed
a quantized one-eighth LUT method. Also, through reduced
memory usage, the computational speed could be improved
by applying LUT as well as parallel processing methods.
In the proposed method, the memory usage is reduced by

Fig. 4 Procedure for generating CGH in experiment.

Fig. 5 Numerical reconstruction result for CGHs about a teapot: (a) reconstruction result for method of
direct computation and (b) proposed method.

Table 2 Memory usage of each method for generating CGH.

Method Look-up table (LUT) memory usage

Ray-tracing method 0

Traditional LUT method 1280 � 720 � 512 � 655 � 655 � 4 byte≒
809 Tbyte

N-LUT method 512 � 1295 � 1015 � 4 byte≒2.7 Gbyte

Proposed LUT method 512 � 374 � 649 � 4 byte≒497 Mbyte

Table 3 Computational speed of each method for generating CGH.

Method Computational time (s)

Ray-tracing method 0.1032

Ray-tracing method + GPGPU 0.0120

Traditional LUT method 0.0076

N-LUT method 0.0150

Proposed LUT method 0.0158

Proposed LUT method + GPGPU 0.0013
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storing only one-eighth of zone plates. Nonstored pixel of
zone plates can then be accessed by using an indexing
method. As a result, our proposed LUT method needs
only 18% memory usage compared with N-LUT method.
Also, thanks to the reduction of memory usage, it is possible
to apply both LUT and parallel processing methods, and we
could obtain improvement of computational speed by 580%
compared with traditional LUT method.

Our proposed method presents a problem about speed
optimization because it includes comparison operation, but
it can be solved by using quarter LUT. Therefore, we can
say that this one-eighth LUT method can have a positive
impact on the development of CGH.
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